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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Maguín Carvajal Cortés has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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apir
APIR is a mining term used in Chile, which is called the worker carrying minerals in a capacho, loaded on his back, from
a mine to the surface. The historian Copiapino Oriel Alvarez Gomez, points out in his book "Silver Atacama " it is a
quechua voice " apiri " that in Chile lost the last " i ".

circulo vicioso
vicious circle is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vicious circle" being its meaning:<br>It is said to be
someone trapped in a vicious, circle when you can not leave it, for example, if there is drug use in your environment, it is
difficult to stop consuming, if not depart the Circulo that consumes it. This term is applicable to different situations
involving something improper.

combarbalita
Combarbalita is a volcanic stone whose site is located in the commune of Combarbalá, in northern Chile and which is
used by artisans for the manufacture of various ornament objects, necklaces, watches and applications in jewelry,
especially feminine.  It is unique in its genre and enjoys a prestige for its quality, color and beauty. 

persona uraña
person urana is incorrectly written and should be written as "Hurana" as meaning:<br>The word urana refers to the
conduct of a person who is not sociable and who flees from others. In Chile several Latin American countries, is written
with initial hache, i.e.: sullen.

que significa huaraca
that means huaraca is incorrectly written and should be written as "Huaraca or guaraca " being its meaning: < /br >The
word huaraca is used in the jargon of Chilean criminals, called " 34 coa; Its meaning is varied: penis, beating, robbery on
the street or in a deserted place. Also has such meaning as the " lot 34. For example, Colo Colo gave huaraca to
Coppersalt, won 6-0. Another meaning has a connotation of sexual, but always related to quantity. Example: The bride
and groom were huaraca overnight. That is, they had multiple sexual relationships.

subcomisaría
In Chile, Sub-Commission is a police unit that has jurisdiction according to the number of inhabitants of a city and that
corresponds to Carabineros, a uniformed body of order and security.  In the case of Copiapó, Chile, capital of the
Atacama Region, which has a population of more than 120 thousand inhabitants, there is a central police station and as
sub-commissions are those of the pedro León Gallo population, as well as in the communes of Caldera and Tierra
Amarilla, which has a smaller population. 

zumbear
The word buzzing has become fashionable among the young university students of the University of Atacama, Copiapó,
Chile and refers to that because of the pandemic they receive classes through Zoom.  So you must enter this application
to receive the knowledge of your subjects.  There will always be ingenuity to create new concepts.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be to receive knowledge from your teachers, in each of your subjects, through the
online zoom application


